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The Racist Sex Oﬀender and
Murderer of Black Children Paul Sapiano
During my time, living in Spey Street I began to suspect a number of my
neighbours as having a direct involvement in the material I write about since
2017. Using police informants and undercover oﬃcers, the police targeted me.

The face of hate, the racist
Paul Sapiano

One of these individuals is Paul Sapiano, who through my investigations in the
community has been outed as a racist sex oﬀender who targets men and young
boys through drugs and programming in order to sexually abuse and rape them.
I also suspect him of being a registered police informant who sets ups people
for arrest and torture and has conducted murders in the community, especially
that of black children. Paul has direct involvement in the rape torture and
traﬃcking of children, he has also groomed young children with drugs in order to
molest them. This has all been confirmed through confidential sources.

I have lived at Spey Street for nearly four years, in this time I
have personally noticed the attempted sexual advances Paul
Sapiano has made towards me. On several occasions he has
left his door open whilst I am in and out of my apartment and
has attempted to appear “seductive” being shirtless whilst
attempting to make eye contact with me.
These attempted advances repulsed me and were happening
so frequently that I had to tell Paul that I wasn’t into any “Batty
boy” business. (That being a West Indian term for male
homosexual and bisexual men) to back him oﬀ.
This had no impact and he persisted in the unwanted advances
throughout the time I have lived here.
Through his actions, I have identified Paul as being a
heterophobe, a heterophobe is a homosexual or bisexual man
who suﬀers from the delusion that men and young boys are
women. This was evidenced on a number of occasions when
Paul would frequently stand by my door or directly outside my
apartment and attempt to call me “Pauline” whilst not on a phone
- he never looked at me whilst he was doing this but it was clear
what he was doing.
Paul actually attempted to aggressively “bully” me at a distance
in these instances shouting things like “Pauline, come here now!”
Whilst directly outside my window.
At the time, I always wondered who he was talking to but I
believe as a sexual predator he was utilising a trick by behaving
aggressively around me to see if I was afraid of him.
Many of his victims have been abused using these methods,
once fear has been detected he would start the abuse.

Paul Sapiano - The Paid Police Informant
I suspect Paul of being a paid police informant
for a number of reasons. I was talking about
Paul in my apartment near my door and
discussing my theory on him being a police
informant, unbeknownst to me Paul was
actually standing near my door and could
clearly hear me as I often heard his unwanted
advances. Paul laughed and said:
“Yeah you got me”.

Paul Sapiano - The Paid Police Informant
The other reason I suspect Paul of being a paid police
informant is due to an interaction I had with Paul
Sapiano on the 19th October 2021.
After the interaction which became heated, with Paul
calling me a “grass” regarding the material contained
in Star Family News and attempting to call me outside
to instigate an act of violence, the police attended. I
suspect Paul was scared I might come outside after
his threats and the police arrived and entered the
building. After a few minutes they left saying “He is a
really nice person”, clearly for me to hear.
To this day, he has never turned up outside whilst I am
outside. He still, to this very day attempts territorial
displays around my apartment, slamming doors,
shouting etc.
Fortunately I was able to record this interaction with
Paul, a copy of which can be found in the QR code at
the bottom of this page.

The Spey Street Building - Home to undercover oﬃcers,
sex oﬀenders and paid police informants who target me
due to my work. This is the location Paul has attempted
to sexually groom me through aggression. I have
rejected all his disgusting advances to this day.

There are are number of alarming facts that present
themselves when viewing the video of the incident.
The fact that Paul that is calling me a grass and
threatening me with violence illustrates that he is clearly
against my community work. This is quite telling as my
work is attempting to address very serious matters,
Including the rape torture and traﬃcking of children.
Is he calling me a grass because I am shedding light on
sex oﬀenders and the rapists, torturers and traﬃckers of
children? What does it suggest he is involved in?
It alludes to the fact that he is either involved in some
way or connected to the people who are involved.
You will also hear him make reference in the video I
provided that he knows who raped me. I reported this
incident to the police in 2017 where I was drugged and
woke up at home with no memory of the incident but
with discomfort in my body that indicated rape. When I
chased up the status of the crime the police had closed
the crime report, stating that I had closed it, when I did
not.
Paul says in regards to who raped me: “You know who,
don't you, you know." I then questioned him on the
method he discovered this information to which he
claimed to have read it in the newsletters that I produce.
This evidences a lie because I am unaware of who was
responsible and I have never named the person
responsible in any of my newsletters.
This alludes to the possibility he is in possession of
information regarding who was actually responsible and
is potentially connected to the issue I am writing about.
Please scan the first QR code for a video of the
incident with me and Paul Sapiano and the
second QR code for a copy of this Newsletter.

The Hater of Black Women and murderer of
Black Children
Whilst delivering Newsletters I often talk to the
community and make videos and on three separate
occasions, whilst discussing Paul and his potential
links to the issues I write about, community members
have approached me and advised that he is directly
involved in organising the murder of black children in
the community.
There was a time when as a defence I would play
reggae music regarding defence against sex oﬀenders
whenever I saw Paul outside, I noticed that whenever I
played my resistance music there would be a stabbing
or shooting of a black person in the community. When
relaying this piece of the puzzle back to the
community they confirmed that he was involved in the
violence and murders of black people during these
times.
Through the community I have also become aware
that Paul hates black women and I mean he really
hates black women.
As a racist male sex oﬀender interested in abusing
men and young boys he cannot stand it when a
straight man like myself displays true love for black
women.
The community advised me that due to his wretched
jealousy of black women and his understanding that I
am a straight man who only likes women, he has
exhibited his evil in having black women tortured.

